Email Marketing 101

Good Fast or Low cost marketing




We’ve all heard the old adage about how, when it comes
to marketing, you can get what you need done well,
delivered quickly or produced inexpensively; but you can
only choose two out of the three.
Well, thanks to the wonders of technology, those days
are gone. Today, using email marketing, you can
communicate effectively with quality content, design, and
delivery. You can do it quickly and repeatedly. And, you
can do it within a budget that makes absolute sense for
your business. What’s more, you can do all this and at
the same time build excellent relationships with your
customers.

Who doesn’t want to save money?




When you communicate with your customers
through permission-based email you get
everything you would in a print ad – except the
paper. And without the paper, you can skip
things like printing costs, mailing costs, and
media costs.
Plus email targets exactly who you want to
reach, so you don’t waste dollars on unlikely
prospects, like other advertising options do.

It’s said communication is a 50/50
proposition




I beg to differ. I believe good communication
should be a 100/100 effort. With email, you not
only control your message, but you also create a
welcoming, easy way for recipients to have a
two-way dialogue with you.
They can also pass along your message to their
family and friends – valuable referrals for your
business.

Just like fingerprints, no two customers
are alike




With email marketing, you can send different
messages to match the interests of different
customer groups or even individuals.
And, because email is so easy to create and
change, you can revise your messaging to
reflect the changing focus of your audience.

Things to think about





What was the total cost of your most recent
newspaper or direct mail campaign? Do you
think it was a good investment?
What mechanism do you currently use to hear
the voice of your customers? Is it effective?
How much time does it take to adjust your
marketing message using your current system of
communicating with your customers?

How well do you know your customers?




The fact is, all of business is built on
relationships. And the better you understand
your customers, the better your chances of
building a mutually- rewarding, ongoing
relationship with each other.
An email marketing campaign should be built on
a clear understanding of your customers and
their needs, as well as what you have to offer
them.

It’s easier – and cheaper – to keep a
customer than to find a new one.




The more you know about your customers, the
better able you are to meet their needs. That
means they are much more likely to remain
customers, and you don’t have to spend extra
money and effort trying to find new ones.
What’s more, a satisfied customer is your best
advertisement, and can help you build your
business through referrals to their friends and
colleagues.

No matter what you say, say it
consistently and regularly.




A sustained email marketing campaign is the
perfect way to educate your customers about
your goods, services, policies, and community
involvement.
Just be sure to map out a strategy for the types
of information you plan to share with them, and
make sure it’s helpful, informative, or
enlightening.

Don’t forget to listen






Every successful email marketing campaign
shares a very important common denominator –
the ability of the recipient to respond to the
message.
By including at least one, and preferably several,
ways in which your customer can reach you (by
email, phone, or in person), you invite comment,
criticism, and congratulations.
All are valuable ways to learn more about your
customers and respond to their needs.

Make sure your email marketing campaign fits
with your overall marketing plan.




Different kinds of objectives are best served by
different kinds of email. For example, if you are
looking for immediate sales, then an email
highlighting a price reduction or new product
introduction may be best.
If, on the other hand, you’re looking to establish
yourself as an expert in your field, then a more
informative email with case histories may be
appropriate.

Things to Think About





Can you identify satisfied customers who may
be willing to be quoted in your email marketing
campaign?
What would a communications calendar about
your business look like?
How can you ensure that your business
responds to all customer comments in a timely
fashion?

Collecting contact information is as
simple as just asking for it.





The fact is, that email marketing can help you
establish and build relationships that will help
you grow your business. But, there are two rules
you need to follow:
1. You can’t communicate if you don’t make
contact.
2. Not all contacts are equal. The more
information you gather about each contact, the
better your chances of delivering the right
message to the right person.

There’s really no mystery to how to
collect contact information.




Simply ask. Most people will be glad to supply
basic contact information. Just be careful not to
ask for too much personal information or they
may balk at answering. Start by asking for a
name and an email address. That’s enough to
get a contact on your list.
If the contact is in person or on the phone, you
can also ask for a street address and a phone
number. Additionally, you can capture contact
information from a business card or an
electronic communication.

Don’t get caught “spamming.” Get permission first.






When you send someone an email marketing
communication and that person has not given you
permission to do so, you are “spamming.” There are
strict regulations against "spamming" and you never,
ever want to send "spam" to anyone for any reason.
The way to avoid becoming a "spammer" is to always
get permission to send your messages to the people on
your list.
You can ask for explicit permission – which means the
person understands that an email message will be
headed their way – or you can go with implicit
permission which means that you have an existing
business relationship with the person and that they are
open to hearing from you.

Motivate people to give you their
contact information.




When you offer something to motivate contacts
to provide their information, chances are more
likely you’ll actually get what you asked for. It
doesn’t have to be much, but it must have value
to the person receiving it.
A discount on certain products is a powerful
motivator but something as simple as a
downloadable white paper is also a good choice.

Things to think about






Do You Make Every Contact Count?
Are you and your staff asking for contact
information at every encounter? Why not?
Have you ever sent an email with a marketing
message to someone who might not want to
have received it? Did you know it would be
considered "spam"?
What low cost but effective offer could you make
to help ensure the collection of contact
information and permission to communicate with
them?

Why would they read your emails




Make it relevant and you’ll build trust – and
your business.
The surest way to get your customers to come
back again and again is to get them to trust you.
One way to earn their trust is to communicate
with them honestly, regularly, and in a way they
can relate to. Give them that, and you’ll not only
have satisfied customers, you’ll have true
advocates.

Why would they read your email







Show that you care about their welfare, not just their
dollars.
When information is useful, it is more likely to be
remembered and acted upon. And remember, customers
want to hear about things they care about – not just what
you’ve got to say about your business.
For example, if you want to announce a sale, don’t just
talk about the dollars off (though that’s certainly
important). Also add information about how the product
or service can benefit the customer. A 20% discount on
cleaning a home’s air ducts is interesting, but improving
the air quality of one’s home, or protecting one’s children
from airborne pests, is compelling.
This kind of messaging encourages trust and
demonstrates that you are interested in the welfare of
your customers, not just how much they spend with you.
It’s all about building trust.

Why would they read your email





When in doubt, ask the experts – your
existing customers.
If you find it difficult to figure out what to include
in your emails, don’t overlook the obvious. While
you may think certain topics are “old hat,” you’ll
be surprised how many customers may not
know – or may have forgotten – certain pieces of
information.
Another good source of content is your
customer. Many of them will be happy to
suggest topics, lend advice, or even be
interviewed for your email campaign.

Things to think about





Can you name three things you think your
customers would be interested in knowing about
your service or products? What kind of story can
you tell about each one?
Can you name four customers you can seek
advice from regarding your email campaign?
If you were to survey your customers on what
they would like to see in an email from you, how
would you do it?

How can you get your emails opened





A few simple rules can keep you out of the
junk mail file.
You may be thinking that, for all the potential
benefits of an email marketing campaign, there
are just too many emails floating around out
there. And it is true that many emails are simply
discarded without being opened at all.
But yours doesn’t have to be one of them. Here
are some simple ways you can encourage your
customers to open, read, and act on your
emails.

How can you get your emails opened





Make sure they know it’s from you.
If there’s ever a time to ditch the clever headline
in favor of the straightforward approach, it’s in
the “from” line of your email.
Always use the better-known of your name, your
company name, your product name or whatever
other designation your customers will most
readily recognize. And do not use such common
but ill-advised addresses like sales@ or
service@. They’re unfriendly and won’t do a
thing to build your relationship with your
customers.

How do you get your emails opened





Make sure they know it’s something they’re
interested in.
Is there anything more frustrating than opening
an email and discovering you just don’t care
what it’s about? It’s a waste of time and a
frustration to your customers.
That’s why your “subject” line should be
descriptive but not deceptive. Instead of a
generic phrase like “What’s New This Month,”
try, “10 Reasons…” or “New Survey Reveals…”
or “8 Ways to…” as more compelling titles.

How to get your emails opened





Keep those emails coming.
No one likes to be bothered unnecessarily, but
there is something to be said for establishing a
regular schedule of communication and sticking
to it.
If your emails are interesting and pertinent, your
customers will look forward to receiving them –
and will be disappointed when they don’t.

How to get your emails opened





The way your email looks is just as important
as what it says.
No matter how important or well-written your
email is, if the design is cluttered, too busy, or
just plain disorganized, the message will never
get read.
Remember that readers decide whether to read
an email by previewing the first few lines. Be
sure to use strong headlines and include words
and phrases that appeal to their interests.

Things To Think About





What emails are you most likely to open and
read? Which are you most likely to trash without
reading?
If you were one of your customers, what would
you like to read in an email from your business?
Can you make a commitment to regularly
scheduled emails? Do you need help
maintaining a regular schedule of
communications?

What’s the right email to send?




When embarking on an email marketing campaign, it
is wise to consider the several different formats
available – and your intended purpose for each
communication. Don’t be afraid to “mix and match”
formats across your entire campaign. After all, you may
want to communicate one thing in one email and
something entirely different in the next.
Also keep in mind that communicating too frequently
can be just as detrimental as not communicating often
enough. How often should you email your customers? It
depends on the intent of the email, but certainly not more
than every other week and no less than once a quarter.
This frequency is about right, except in unusual
circumstances.

Your emails on the way and so are you
There you have it – everything you need to
get started on a successful email
marketing campaign.
 You now know why email marketing is so
effective, how to prepare for your own
campaign, how to get your email opened,
what kind of email to send
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